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SUMMARY AND CON CLUSIONS 
Shank portion smoked hanis, rib end loin roaStS, and center ham sl ices were 
sold in 14 chain stOres in metr6poliun Kansas Ci ty from June 10 through 
August 5, 1956. Sales were measured from paired displays of Lean and Regular 
cutS when these cutS were priced the same and when the Lean cuts were dis-
tinctively labeled and priced 4 cents a pound higher than the Regular CUts. CutS 
were classified as Lean or Regular by University personnel on the basis of photo-
graphic standards for the cuts. 
During the test, 826 Lean loin roastS, 664 Regular loin roaStS, 2860 Lean 
shank portions, 2389 Regula portions, 2490 pounds of Lean ham slices and, 
3244 pounds of Regular ham slices were sold. 
W hen there was no difference in price or label, 59.7 percent of shank sales, 
52.1 percem of ham slices sales, and 58.3 percent of loin roast sales were of the 
Lean product. These figures suggest that a small majority of the customers pre-
ferred the leaner products at an equal price. Thes<: results also indicate that the 
photographic standards used were to some degree effective in segregating shank 
portions and loin roastS and, perhaps, ham slices. 
When the Lean products were specially labeled and priced 4 cents a pound 
higher than the regular products, 51.5 percent of shank sales and of slices sales, 
and 53.7 percent of roast sales were of the Lean product. W hile sales cannOt be 
exactly equated with number of buyers, it is apparent that about as many buyers 
were willing to pay the 4 cent premium as were not. The presence of a price 
premium for Lean produCts affected sales of all the Regular product in the di-
rection expected. 
Total Lean sales for the three CUtS were about S14,025 compared to about 
$10,810 for the regular CUtS. . 
These resulrs suggest that retailers might be able to develop a considerable 
market for leaner ham shanks and slices and loin roasts priced at a small premi-
um. In most comp<."ti tive situations, large retailers would probably sell both the 
Lean and Regular rather than forego completely the price-competitive Regular 
product. These results indicate that leaner products had a higher retail yield 
with no promotion nor point-of-purchase advertising other than the small label 
and the higher price marked on the package. \Xfhat effect aggressive Store-mer-
chandising would have on the retail yield of leaner pork remains for some pro-
gressive ret:.liler to demonstrate. 
Carcass backfat thickness was not a satisfactory indicator of intermuscular 
fatness. 
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INTRODUCfION 
" It's [im~ hogs sell for what chey're worth.») This statement h2.s been re-
pe2tcd dozens of times in the past deC2dc. 
Aside from the operational problems in rhe muketing system, there are twO 
valuation problems in selling hogs "for what they arc worth," T hese v.lluation 
problems :ue relared to "packer yield" and "rcellil.:r yield." First, the hog cu-
nss is a composite of CUtS of v1tying value. During [he past h::.1£ century the 
relative V2.iues of these cues have changed so gre2dy rhn 1 top ffi.uket hog to-
day needs to be qui te different. The prices of the fou r lean cutS (loins, bUHs, 
h:uns, and picnics) have risen g!e2tly while the price of (:H-fo r-Iard 1J\d of certain 
CUtS has fallen greatly (Figure 1). The greater the ~rcem:lge of the four lean 
curs of tOt:l1 cucus weight the greuer in gener-al is the yield [0 the p:lcker. 
Thus, the first v:llWotion problem is th:lt of selling hogs :lccording to their pari.n 
yitld. 
The "p:1cka yield" problem h:ls received much uremion. Based on research 
at several experiment st:ltions, C:lrCaS5 gade sUn<hrds were developed. These 
sr:lnduds :ue brgely :l function of :lverage backlil.t thickness since rese:ltch showed 
high rehtion of p:1cker yield to backf:lt thickness (Figure 2). 
The difference in v:llue of U. S. No. 1 :lnd U. S. No.2 gr:ldes on the h2sis 
of p:lcker yield :llone h:ls been uleul:lted ~t 40 cents per hundred weight in 
terms oflive hog v:llues u Chic:lgo fot 19'7 (1) 2. While this difference in v:llue 
is qui te import:lI\t to the producer, it has not been sufficient to overcome speedi-
ly [he inerti:l of :l mukering system long ge:ued to mine-run buying. A consid-
erable reseuch :lnd e;ll.:tension effOrt h:ls been devoted to ch:lnging m:lrketing 
'Tide of on editorial ill SJIrMJ/"{ F"",,;nl, Mu<;~, 19-18, Pogo ,. 
' Numbers ref ... fO lil< of «frrenc", in the bode. 
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praCtices in order to sell hogs for what they are wonh in terms of packer yield. 
Interest in the second valuation problem has been stimulated by the hope 
that additional monetary incentives to production of meat·type hogs might be 
provided. Several preference studies and the everyday observations of many peo· 
pIe indicate a very considerable distaste of mOSt consumers for excessive pork 
ht. Therefore it is possible that pork CUtS from lean hogs can be sold for a higher 
price at retail and will yield more to retailers than cms from fatter hogs. Interest 
in the possibili t ies of greater "retailer yield"-and, eventually, greater farmer 
returns-from leaner cms stimulated a large merchandising experiment by the 
staff of the Missouri Experiment Station. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Consumer preference research is a relativel y new atea of investigation. In 
the case of pork, very little preference research had been done before 1952 when 
the Department of Agricultural promulgated official grades for slaughter swine 
and pork carcasses. As a resuh of this development, plus the declining demand 
for pork, greater efforts were made to explore consumers' preferences for pork 
cuts. The common assumption had been that consumers Wllnted leaner CUts; and 
if breeding, feeding, marketing or trimming methods could be applied to ob· 
tain leaner retail pork CUtS, the "Pork Problem" would be solved. 
Vrooman, in 1952 in a study on consumer preferences for pork in five west· 
ern Oregon cities, found "Consumers in all five Oregon cities covered by the 
study expressed a dear·cut preference for lean pork." (2) Fat, medium and lean 
cutS of pork chops, shoulder Steaks, loin roast, shoulder roaSt, side bacon and 
ham steak were shown ro 221 consumers. More than three-<Juarurs of the con-
sumers chose the leanest cut as their first choice except in the case of ham steaks. 
The fat cur of each of the products was given as laSt choice by 80 percent or 
more of the tespondents. Vrooman also pointed OUt that difference in income 
had little effect on the preference stated. 
In the winter and spring of 19'>3-'>4, Kir tley studied consumer reaction to 
various price differentials between lean and regulat loin and rib Chops. Both 
kinds of lean chops were from "well muscled, lean loins and ~ere labeled 'Extra 
Lean Chops' ". The regular chops were from fatter loins and were displayed side 
by side with the leaner ones in a representative self-service store in Champaign, 
Illinois. During the six-week period, at premiums of 10 to 18 cents per pound, 
the lean chops outsold the regular or fatter ones by a ratio of three pounds lean 
to twO pounds regular. As the premium increased, the lean to regular ratio de-
creased. Kirtley concludes that consumers have a marked preference for lean 
pork chops. "Thus, as leaner, well musded, meat-type hogs ate produced it 
should be possible to sell increased quantities of pork at the same price or the 
same quantity at a higher price or berh." (3) 
K irtley reported that a limited effort to use USDA carcass grades rather 
than visual inspe<tion as the sorting method was unsuccessful. Lean-fat variation 
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within gra.dcs was sufficiently large that inter-grade differences were mainly 
obscured. 
While Kirtley's results were limited to one store, they indicated that "ret;l.i] 
yield" from seiling Ie:.!.ner cutS might consider:.l.bly exceed {he yield from cutS 
from {:atcr c:ucasses. 
A hrge cct2il experiment was conducted by Trotter in ten self-service stores 
in Pittsburg. (4 , 5) Center-cut pork chops and pork steaks CUt from three C2!-
C1SS grades-A, B, and C-roughly corresponding to U.S. No.1, 2, and 3, were 
displayed in eight self-service Kroger Stores in p:lired ribbons. Varying price dif-
ferentia ls, ranging from a minus 5 (enes to a plus 15 cents per pound a.pplied to 
the leaner cues, were employed. In addition, the leanest and fattest grades were 
displa.yed in tWO stOrcs with the price differendll of 10 cents unchlnged for the 
entire tCSt period in an attempt to appn.ise any chlnge over dme in consumer 
lcCeptance of the gnded CUtS, No extn. hbding WlS employed but prices were 
delrly indicated. The leaner Grade A cutS accounted for lpproximltely 50 per-
cent of total sales irrespective of the price differentiaL 
Trotter WlS unlble to pinpoint the re:.l.sons for the flilure of the leaner CUtS 
to sell faster, especially at the more flvorable price rltios. He noted that there 
were considenble difiiculies in ldministering the tCSt and mlinclining coopen-
tion with store managers lnd personnel, A slmple of 1100 buyers of the experi. 
mental cuts was interviewed. About 40 percent of the buyers were not aware thlt 
there were cwo displays and only 10 percent mentioned rhat they noticed differ· 
ences in both priccs lnd degree of leln. TrOtter suggeSts thlt this failure of nuny 
cuStomers to notice differences WlS pattly due to the small differences between 
ptoduce groups. Trotter's results lre inconclusive but in genenllfe much less 
encourlging dun Kinley's. 
In some very smlll salcs tests at Iowa State, Gurder and Kline found indi-
cations thac "hog carcass grading doesn't seem to son loins into groups that l!e 
different with respect to consumer preference." (6) 
Preliminary reportS of l pork Slles test by Purdue reselcchers: "Tend·R-
l.cln" me:.l.t-rype CUtS from U.S. NO.1 hogs were sold in five stores for 12 weeks 
and sales were compared with sales in five other stores of regullt pork sold at 
the same price. " Meat-type pork shoulders outsold 'regular' pork shoulders by 
'.6 percent. Nine percent more me:.l.t-typc bacon, and 13 percent more ham were 
sold. However, 'regull!' potk loin CUtS sold no better than meat-type loin." (7) 
The author's interpretltion of these figures lpparendy indicates thlt the per-
centages were per 100 CUStomers, l lthough the dltl is nor so specified. Such 
figures would be very difficult to interpret if the number of CUStomers lnd/or 
other melt slles llso were grelter in those five stores clrrying the meat-type 
product. Sales conditions in the other five store~ must have been entitdy com-
plublc in terms of quality lnd quantity of dispbys, etc., if vllid comparisons 
are to be made. 
The differences among cutS l re interesting. " In the (lise of pork loin cuts, 
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such as ccmer CUt chops and loin roasts which can be trimmed, consumm show-
ed no preference for che meat-type pork. For cutS such as bacon, hams and 
shoulders, from which f:1.t cannot be trimmed since moSt is inside, consumers 
seemed to prefer the me2t-type." (7) 
Later, the " Tend- R-Lean" and regular prod~cts were sold side by side in 
these five Stores for a few weeks. Price differences for the same CUtS ranged from 
zuo to a 10<ent premium on lean centU-CUt chops. Resulcs arc given as a "per-
ccnuge of pork. dollar" spent on regular and me2t-type produCts. Percentages 
for me2C-rypc CUtS ~'ere pork loins, 47 ; fresh Boston Bum, 64; fresh picnics, 28; 
sliced bacon, 17; md cured ham, 53. Poundage sales of lean CUtS were obviously 
considerably less than sales of regular cutS, except for Boscon ButtS. 
T he aurhots observed thac the meat-type pork was more ~'atery and, con-
5C(juendy, had a shorter shelf life in the display councer. 
Available thta from this study :arc presendy insufficient to evalu:lte it :Ide· 
quately. At this suge, the tesults 1ppc2.t co be less encouraging than Kirtley's 
report. 
The University of Missouri Agricultural Experiment St1tion since 19~2 has 
conducted several studies on consumer preference for pork. These have taken the 
form of taste pmels, visual preferences, and consumer interviews. Based on these 
early studies and chose conducted at other stations, it W1S concluded that the 
v2.tiability of potk cutS within the USD A grades was so gtc1t 15 to obviate my 
potenti1l of 1 mcrch1ndising progrun based solely on U. S. grades. 
Birmingh1m tl al. (8) in 1953 interviewed }61 households in Columbu, 
Missouri. The preferences before cooking were as follows: 
Bacon 
B= 
Chop 
Choice No.1 
4,2.4,% 
4,7.4,% 
38.5% 
The preferences alter eating were as follows: 
ellolc' No. 1 Medium 
Bacon 40.8% 48.2% 
H.m 33.1% 40.2% 
Chop 39.11% 41.5% 
Medillm 
54.6% 
48.7% 
55.4% 
No Prefer ences 
or No Answers 
11.0% 
17.7% 
18.6% 
In about 40 percent of the cases, the respondent'S visual preference differed 
from his ~ting preferences. Birmingham concluded, "T he majority of the re-
spondents preferred lean pork." 
An unpublished pilot study was conducted ac che Missouri Stacion during 
November and "D«ember of 19~~. Seventy.cwo randomly selected households 
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cooperated in a visual and taste preference of chops and center ham slices. 
Lean and regular CUtS were separated on the basis of internal fat, using a 
photographic standard developed at Missouri. The lean and regular ham steaks 
or chops were placed side by side on a cardboard backing board and wrapped 
in cellophane. The housewife was asked [0 indicate which she preferred. The 
slices or chops were then prepared in the household and the two adult members 
indicated their taste preference. 
On the basis of visual preference, the le:mer rib and blade chops and ham 
slices were each preferred by about two-thirds of the respondents. However, on 
the basis of uste, there was IiIde consiStent difference in the chops. The fatter 
ham slices were slightly more popular_ 
In January, 19~6, workers at the Missouri Station used photographs in their 
studies of consumer pork preferences. Photographs had ~n made of represenu-
tive sidc-by-side comparisons used in the srudy descr ibed above. These pictures 
of lean and regular ham slices and chops were shown to about 300 shoppers in 
thre<: of the super markets in Columbia, Missouri. They were then asked which 
they would buy if both were priced alike. 
The ham slice with the smaller amount of internal fat was preferred by 
about 61 percent. The blade chop wi th the smaller amount of internal far was 
preferred by about 80 percent. All interviewers were impressed by the widespread 
desire to avoid excess fat in pork as indicated by the numerous comments as 
wel l as the preferences. 
It was concluded from these studies that the visual differences in the ham 
and loin standards were sufficiently luge that moSt consumers could discrimi-
nate. The inconclusiveness of the earing results suggested that palatability was 
nOt noticeably re lated to the visual standuds. It appeared that an experimental 
S<l.les test would be useful. Visual preferences were obviously quite important 
and it appeared likely that eating experiences would not be different from those 
anticipated by (he purchasers. The difficulties of interpreting sales test (esults 
when eating satisfacrion may n(Jt have been correctly anticipated have been dis-
cussed el.sewhere. (9) 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
G eneral Organization of Experiment 
The organization of a sales test involves a tremendous number of decisions 
-some of which may appear to have rather ohs<:ure reasons. The large amounc of 
decision-making prior to this test stemmed from twO causes. First, all bur a few 
of the very many variables had been COntrolled insofar as possible. Second, in-
timate cooperation with rwo large firms was required to obtain a large amount 
of specially selected products from a packer and merchandise them through a 
chain. A brief review of these general decisions and their reasons may be in-
structive. 
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A test involving about a dozen supermarkets for eight wel:ks was considered 
the minimum size for adequate results and about the maximum size for avail· 
able resources. Complete control of product selection beginning with the carcass 
was necessary. 
Various pork products were considered. Primary interest was in the effect of 
rhe amount of internal far. The particular interest of the packer encouraged se· 
lection of the ham shank portion and ham slices. The rib end loin rO:.l.st was 
chosen as a fresh cur with considerable variation in internal fat. While it would 
have been interesting to usc rib end loin chops as well as roasts, the extra re-
cord-keeping ptoblems appeared tOO great. 
It was decided that classification on the criterion of internal fatness was ro 
be made on the basis of phorographic Standards for each cut, rather than carcass 
grades. The inidal decision to use only one photOgraph per cut, with the fatter 
curs going into one group and the leaner into another, was later modified to use 
tWO photOgr:.l.phs. Those cutS falling between the two photographs were ex-
cluded from the study. 
Ir was essential that carcass weights and backfat rhicknesses be obtained md 
related to the classifications of leanness obtained. There was considerable dis-
cussion about the precise ranges of each ro utilize and the relative desirability 
of obraining Lean CUtS from any backfat thickness where available or only from 
leaner carcasses. 
Two types of displays were inidally desirable. One eype would involve side-
by-side or even jumbled displays of Lean and Regular CUtS with no labeling or 
price difference. This type would test the degree ro which customers did seek 
and buy the leaner CUts. The second type was a single display of either a Lean 
or Regular product. The Lean pfoducr would be priced higher and would be 
specially labeled half of the time and not labeled the other half. It was planned 
that these would be displayed in a randomized design of the type popularized 
by Bronk. (10) Analysis would compare tOtal volume and cotal revenue from 
sales of each product with and without labeling. These plans had to be modified 
to meet store conditions. 
Many helpful suggestions were received from Ttotter and others with experi-
ence in this area. These suggestions inAuenced many detailed decisions on cod-
ing the product, keeping records, maintaining cooperation at Store level, obtain-
ing retail union clearance, maintaining displays, etc. 
h was planned to run the test in April and May, 1956, but it was delayed 
until June 4. A pre-test week had been recommended but was nor planned. How-
ever, it became apparent during the first (wo days that several problems would 
impair the usefulness of the first week's data. Therefore, that week was treated 
as a pre-teSt and the test was extended ano~her week ro provide eight weeks of 
data for analysis. 
Retail Store Design 
Fourteen chain store supermarkets in the Kansas City mecropolican area 
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were used for (he rcst. These Siores were divided into three groups as follows: 
GrDup I Storts. This group of eight stores displayed all three of the rcs! 
products-rib end loin ro:tSfS, shank end smoked h~ms and center cut ham slices. 
The eight Stores wet( sei("(!ed from among the 14 StOres to provide a represenu-
live sample of rhe Kansas City area. The rest products were in a side-by-side. 
pain:d-ribbon display. The position of each paired display within {he me:lr ase 
was determined by normal chain'Sfon~ merchandising procedure. Center ham 
slices were normally near the first position of tbe display Cl.se as determined by 
the flow of traffic past the meal nit. The roaStS were usually nelr the center 
with sh,."k hams toward the end of rhe me<r counter. The position of Lean and 
Regular CUtS of a p2rticubr test produCt was rotued weekly to eliminate any 
effect of position. The twO treatments applied to this group of stores were: 
Trtalmmf C-The Lean product with no distinctive !3bding, priced rhe 
nme 1S the prevailing chain price, and sold alongside the Regular product. 
Trtatmmt D-The Lean product, bbeled "Selected Meat Type Pork" priced 
4 cems Wove the prevailing chain price, and sold alongSide the Regular product. 
(Figure 3) 
These treatments were rot1ted within the eight StOres every tWO weeks 
rhroughout the study. Table I gives rhe rotational design for Group I srotes. 
Figure J _ Side by side display with l ean (labeled on left ) prited 
four cents higher than Regular. 
~-•• ---. -----~-_s_ 
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TABLE l __ TREATMENT AND ROTATIONAL DESIGN FOR 
First Week C-1 0-2 C-2 0-2 C-1 0-1 
Second Week C-2 0_1 C-1 0 -1 C-2 0-2 
Third Week 0-1 C-2 0-2 C-2 0-1 C-1 
Fourth Week 0-2 C-1 0-1 0_1 C-1 0-2 C-2 
Filth Week C-1 0-2 C-2 C-2 0-2 C-1 0-1 
Si.xtb Week C-2 0_1 C-1 C-1 0_1 C-2 0-2 
Seventh Week 0_1 C-2 M 0-2 C-2 0_1 C-1 
Eighth Week 0-2 C-1 0-1 0-1 C-1 0-2 C- 2 
Note: C-1 Treatment C with Lean product In first position. 
C-2 Treatment C with Lean product in second position. 
0-1 Treatment D with Lean product In first posItion. 
0-2 Treatment D with Lean product In seCOnd position. 
Group II Stores. This group of four scores displayed shank end smoked 
hams in a modified Latin square design. To reduce customer comparison, the 
displays of the product were separated, geperally by a distance of four to six feet. 
Treatment B was the control treatment m:Hched by Latin square design against 
Treatment A. 
The original purpose of this phase of the test was to determine {he feasi-
bility of a retail score's handling only one grade of pork. The only purpose in 
having both the Lean and Regular CUtS displayed in a particular Store at the 
same time was to comply with the cooperating chain's policy of guaranteeing a 
choice to its customers. The assumption was then made that by isolating one 
of the CUtS, a reasonably realistic test would be possible. The distance between 
the lean and Regular display was ro have been 15 to 20 feet. However, practical 
limirations of mC2t counter space prevented this spacing. 
The trC2tmentS used in Group II sto~ were: 
Treatment A-The kan product, labeled as "$elected Meat Type Pork," in 
the preferred (first) position and priced 4 centS above the prevailing chain price. 
The regular produCt, four to six fC(t disllnt in the "second" position. (See Table 
2.) 
TABLE 2--MODIFIED LATIN SQUARE DESIGN USED rn 
GROUP D STORES 
S!Qns 
TIm. 1 J K L 
Treatment 
Firs t Two Weeks A • A • Second Two Weeks B A B A 
Third Two Weeks A • A • Fourth Two Weeks • A • A 
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Treatmmt B-Same products, pricing and labeling but the Reguhr product 
in the preferred (first) position. 
Group III Stores. A third group of twO stores displayed kan :md Regular 
loin roasts and shank hams in side-by·side displays for the full eight weeks. The 
relative position of the Lean and Regular CUtS was rotated weekly to remove 
the effect of position. During the entire tesc the Lean cutS were b.beled "Select-
ed Men Type Pork" and were priced 4 cems above the prevailing Kansas City 
chain price. 
The displays were sufficiend y close in the Group II stores that the experi-
mental situation was very much the same as in the Group III srores, excepting 
that only shanks were displayed in the former. The purpose of the Group III 
experiment was to observe the development of sales under consrant conditions 
for the full eight weeks. 
Selection of Stores 
The individual stores used in this study were selected in cooperation with 
the chain store management to provide, as nearly as possible, a representative 
sample. The Stores were selected on the basis of lhe following criteria: 
(a) Stores with self-service meal counters. 
(b) Stores representing all levels of purchasing power. 
(c) Scores representing the various social groups as to race, religion and 
nationality. 
(d) Scores that were geographically scattered in accordance with (c ) above. 
(e) Stores of the different sizes common in Kansas City. Size in this case 
refers both to physical dimensions and the dollar volume of meat sales 
and customer COUnt. Seven of rhe stores were of the more modern su-
permarket size, while the other seven were of the older, smaller, neigh-
borhood type. Five of the small stores each had four check·outs while 
the hrgest store had nine. All stores had wholly self-service meat 
counters. Total weekly volume of meat sales in the fourteen rest stores 
ranged from $1400 to $4100 and weekly customer count nnged from 
2000 to 4500. Estimates by each store m2nager of average family in-
come of CUStOmers r2nged from $65 per week to more than $150 per 
v"eek. 
(f) Stores where the manager, head me2t cutter and e mployees were ex-
peered to have a coopentive attitude toward projects of this type. 
A nndom method of selection of 14 test stores was nor possible. A judge-
ment sample, based on the criteria presented above, was the best and mOSt prac· 
dcal substitute. 
Grading and Handling at the Packing P lan t 
The retail pork CUtS used in this test were shank end smoked hams, rib and 
loin roasrs, and center-cut smoked ham slices. 
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Th~ shank portion of the cur~d ham was selecr~d not only for its relativ~ 
impom.nc~ among th~ cured pork produCts but also for its adaptability to a test 
of this type. Customers on der~ct ilpparent diiferenc~s in f.u to Ion rlItios when 
they see the filced end of il shank ham portion. 
Cured ham cenrer slices were th~ third product tesced in this study. Very 
lirtle preference work had been conducted on cured c~mcr slices and in view of 
their increasing impomnce in the retail trade it seemed appropria te that they 
be included. Once th~ decision had been made to use shank end smoked hams, 
it seemed logical from an operational st:l.Odpoint to test also the adjoining center 
slice. The ham therefore yielded cwo r~tail tesc cuts. The ham butt portion W2S 
diverted from expcrimenral purposes to normal recail trade. 
The CUtS used in this study were from hogs slaughtered and processed at 
the plam of the cooperating packer. To yield more useful and practical results, 
the normal methods and ptocedures of both the cooper:uing packer and chain 
Store were followed as closely 1.5 feasible. 
As the catasses wtte being railed to the coolers, a prdiminuy backfat meas-
urement (at the last rib) and carcass w6ght were taken. Th05c carcasses chat 
met the specifiotions according to backfat and weight as shown in Columns 1 
and 2 of Table 3 were directed into separate coolers. These were chilled over-
night. The next day the backfat thickness was measured on th~ chilled euasses. 
These measurements were taken at three points on the orcas!;: ( I ) over the fust 
rib at the junCtion of the laSt cervical and firSt thoracic vert~bra , (2) over the 
lasc rib at the junCtion of the seventh and eighth vertebra below the last lumbar 
vertebra,and (3) opposite the lut lumbar vertebra. An average was checked 
against the standards shown in Column 3 of Table 3. The carcasses were then 
clearly marked as 0, I, 2, 3, or .( on che loin and on the ham ro insure complete 
idemification throughout the study. 
TABLE 3·..gPECIFlCATlONS USED IN SELEC~G TEST 
PRODUCT AND THE EXPECTED RETAIL GRADE 
Hot ~rcass Hot Measurement Chilled Car· 
WelJbt At the Last Rib cass Average ,.,,, 
Measurement On'" 
\pow!d!o) (lnehes) (inches)a 
140 • 160 1.0 - 1.3 1.0 • 1.3 0 } 1.3 · 1.6 1.3 - 1.6 1 
156 • 175 1.6 • 1.9 1.6 - 1.9 ,0 
1.9 - 2.2 1. 9 • 2.2 3 
2.2 - 2.5 2.2 • 2.5 • 
aAverage of measuremente at first rib, last rib and last Illmbar. 
bRetall grade5 Lean and Re&ll.lar wer e claSlifled on the basis of 
the photographic standard.!! from all the tnt grades. 
cGrade 2 was used only when car caues fr?m 3 and 4 did not 
yield an adeQuate supply of Re&ll.lar grade. 
1<,. 
Figur. 4-Photogrophic lIondord for rib-e nd loin roooto. 
The hams were removed from the carcass a full twO and three-quarterS 
inches from the point of the aiteh bone. The whole hams were sent to the cur-
ing cellar to be pumped and smoked. From the cutting opcntions hams of the 
o and 1 grade were kept separate from those of the 3 and 4 gnde. After the 
hams left (he smokehouse:, thry were boxed by grade and were readied for ship-
ment. 
The loins, usually in the 12 to 16 pound weight class, were graded 15 they 
came off (he CUtting hne on the bas is of photographic standards {Figure 4}. 
This photograph served to ddine:<te the bre:lkpoint-i.e., any loin with", larger 
proportion of internal far (han was present in the photographic standard was 
classified as a Regular and those loins with a smaller proportion of internal bt 
were graded Lean. 
Grading and Handling 1t Renil Level 
The meat used in this study -ons trucked, under refrigeration, to the K;m$J.$ 
City "'"1tchouse of the rerail chain stores. The loins were ready for dimibution 
to the stores, having been graded, marked, and boxed at the packing plant. 
These loins, p:.cked eight to a box, were delivered to individual test Stores. 
Furthet cutting was done as needed by each meat currer in each store. Rib end 
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loin roastS w~rt r~moved from the whole loin by m~king a Cut ~t",· .. en th .. 
sixth and sevemh rib. Any necessary trimming was made, leaving an attf:lcrive 
2 \1 to 3 \1 pound rO:>lt. The roaits wUe then wf:lpped in dell film, scaled, 
wdghed, priced, labeled, and readied for display in the meat case. 
The whole smoked hams were fun her proces~d at the Ka nsas City""' .. · 
hou~ _ Regular opcration~ l procedures were follo .. ·<'d as do,ely as possible. The 
whole hams were cut on the power saw, rhe point of bIm being approximately 
one inch below th .. aitch bone. The butr half was channeled imo non-rest ilales. 
Approximately tWO inches of the shank half ~ .. moved to be used for Center 
slices. The shank end ham ponions wtre v"Cuum packed in pol)·-vinylidin .. 
chloride bags. Unive~iry of Missouri personnel gr:l.ded the produCt into the Lon 
or Regular , ategory, "cording ro the ham photograph" standard sn.own in 
Figures' and 6. 
The h:uns were stored at the warehouse pending del ivery to the individual 
teSt Stores. Weighing and pricing ""ere done at each Slote as normal procedures 
prior to display. The Lean shank end hams had an av=ge wdght of six pounds 
five ounces; th .. Regular h:uns aver:l.g<'d five pounds fifteen ounces. 
The cured ham center portions were grlIded by Univec:siry of Missouri per-
sonnel, using the same ham photogf:lphic standard. Hams were ",upped in 
butcher paper, marked, and packed ready for transfer to individual stores. The 
center CU<5 were about twO inches thick and weighed about th ree pounds. As 
each store received them, the head meat cutte, CUt individual cenrer slices as 
was normal praai, .. in his StOtC. Usually individual ham slices averaged about 12 
Figure 5_Photogroph ic hom stondord for flrsllour weeh 01 soles 
teoh. 
., 1 , 
....... .- i 
• 
LEAN 
Figur. 6_Phologrophic hom slondard for '.(ond four w •• ks of 
.01 • • tesl. 
oun~s. These wCrt then ""'"'-pped in clcar film, sealed, weighed, labeled, priced 
and readied for display in rhe meat case. 
Collection of &lIes Da", 
Time of srudy. This rerail pork sales test W1S condUcted conrinuously from 
June II to August 6, 19~6. A ",,«k of pretesting preceded, during which m2lly 
of ,he problems of supply, display, t'"'-ining, record keeping, ere., were resolved. 
Sales da", gathered in cenain inventory periods or ponions of some inven· 
lory periods had to be discarded because correct experimental procedures were 
not strictly adhered to.' In mOSt of the eases of discarded data the displays of 
me test products were inadequate. Either the supply of the product was short so 
mar the display could not be maintained, or if the test product was available, for 
some other rcason, it was nOt displayed properly. In twO ins,",-nces, the store 
meat section personnel did no! record numbers and weights of loin rwsts tlut 
were placed in ,he case. In these eases the emite inventory period of two Or 
three daY' had to k discarded. Over the eight-week test period, the fourteen 
SIores had a combined toul of HoS inventory periods. Of these, 12 complete 
invemory periods wete discarded. These were s<:attered over time so that bi:l..! in 
the resubs did not occur. 
In other cases, pottion! of an inventory period had to be dropped from the 
rCSt. Wherever a SlOfe was visited on non-inventory days and one of the tCSt 
product displays was approaching the minimum standards, an inventory was 
raken and further sales wac not recorded un,;1 the displays had. been repleniShed. 
Only dara. from rhe portion of the inventory period prior ro the time of srop-
ping rhe test wen: used While the minimum display requiremems varied under 
dilferent circumsra.nces, generally it ~s required that at lease three represenra.-
'fut o.6n;,"",..,d dioawion of in .. n,..., p<tiod "'" p.:1t)" "'~ .... ,oKript. 
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rive cutS of cuh grade be on display in order for the sales data to be used. The 
data presented in this paper include only rhose gatherc:d under satisfactory con-
ditions. 
The basic price level of the test products was determined and adjusted by 
the cooperating chain score in accordance with their norm:<1 procedures. It was 
the philosophy of the researchers chat useful results are obtained only if the re· 
search project adheres co normal pr:<ctk"es in the industry. Therefore, the Regu-
br test products were priced at the competitive Kmsas City area level as deter-
mined by the chain store management. In instances where a premium was 
placed on the Lean CUtS this price was 4 cems above the price of the Regular 
cuts. The determination of 4 centS as che premium for the Lean cutS was the 
result of discussion berween the management of the coopenting packer, retail 
chain score and University of Missouri personnel. Table 4 gives the actual prices 
charged during the time the tCSt was conducted. 
TABLE 4- -ACTUAL PRICES OF TEST PRODUCT 
Shank End Smoked Ham J Wle h June 14 .49 
J Wle 15 - JWle 16- .39 
JWle 17 -July 19 .49 
July 20 -July 21 - .39 
July 22_Aug. 6 .49 
Rib End Loin Roas ts JWle 4-June 14 .49 
JWle 15-JWle 17 " .45 
J Wle IS-JWle 24 .39 
JWle 25-July 5 .35 
July 6 -July 12 .49 
July IS-July 14· .39 
J uly 15-Aug. 6 .43 
"'Friday and Saturday Sales- -usually accompanied by adve rtl.sement 
in Kansas City news papers. 
.53 
.43 
. 53 
.43 
. 53 
. 53 
.49 
.43 
.39 
.53 
.43 
.47 
Record K eeping and Control. From the outset it was realized that com-
piete control and accunte sales records were of paramount importance. To ac· 
complish this degree of conuol, the complete cooperation of score personnel was 
essential. A letter from the maMlgement of the cooperating chain stores in 
Kansas City explaining the study and Stressing the importance of complete co-
operation and accurate data served as an introduction. 
An experienced me-at cutter md buyer in the chain stor~ org1.nization was 
assigned as coordinatOr. Accompanied by twO University of Missouri personnel, 
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th~ coordinator visited each of the test stores one week before the study begm. 
He explained the study and demonstrated the cutting, the handling, the labeling, 
the prking records, and the display procedures to be used. Throughout the study, 
the knowledge and personality of the coordinatOr as well as the respect and pop-
ub.rity he generated among the store employees made him inv:tluable in han-
dling different problem situations. 
During the pre-test w~k many minor problems were re<:onciled. Instruc-
dons were repeated so {hat all (hI': personnel in tlch meat section could become 
amiliar with the procedure. This week gllvC e:l.ch storc an opportunity to clean 
out :'l.ny inventory of non-test products and to build up an inventory of the test 
product. II provided an opponunity to coordinate the different phases of the 
study. 
During the eight-week test period each store was checked daily by Universi· 
ty of Missouri personnel. On each Monday, Wednesday, :l.nd Friday tWO Uni-
versity representatives and the coordinator took complete inventories :l.nd com-
puted the sales for the preceding sale period. E:l.ch store W:l.S inventoried at ap-
proximately the same rime of day throughout the study. This regul:l.rit), served 
to keep time periods between inventories nearly const:l.nt. On the other d:l.Ys of 
the week (including Sundays, since 13 of the test stores ~'ere open on Sundays) 
one University of Missouri researcher and the coordinator made visits. The time 
of these checks varied to prevent store meat section employees from expeCting 
visits at the same time each day. 
The d:l.ily visit consisted of checking to see whether the display was slti,-
ncrory, if the labeling lnd pricing m.s correer, if records were up.co-date, etc. If 
anything was found in unsatisfactory condition, the discrepancy was mentioned 
to the head meat cuner. In neady all cases the problem would be cleared up 
immediltely. 
'While the Monday, Wednesday, lOd FridlY visit5 were also to insure a good 
display lnd correct pricing, labeling, and records, rhe primary purpose was to 
take a complete inventory of test products on hlnd as welll> the amount re-
ceived since the laSt inventory, lnd then to determine the sales dan. Because 
the complere inventory WlS conducted every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, 
any obvious discrepancies were recognized immediately. Since the time period 
was short, the memories of the meat section personnel were still fresh enough 
to provide explanations and reasons. Although considerable work was involved 
in getting inventories, the positive and timely control facilitlted by these fre-
quent checks was vital 
The shank end smoked hams and the center slices on hand were counted 
and weighed by the research staff. This process involved both the meat in the 
displly case and that in the cooler. The personnel in the store meat sections had 
no responsibility for record.keeping on these two products. 
In the case of loins, 1 slightly different procedure was followed. Loins were 
usually rut lOd wrapped as needed to maint:l.in a good supply in the display case. 
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This processing was done by e:leh store :lS needed. h was nOt feasible to use 
inventory d~ra based on store deliveries of whole loins as was the case with 
other tCSt products. Because of the perish~ble nature of fresh pork, some of the 
whole loins were diverted from test uses with no rib end loin rOlms ever being 
eut. The workable al ternative was to deleg1te to the head m(:ir cutter or his 
usistllnt the responsibility of weighing and eoundng the number of loins pbced 
in the meat a.se. 
To rely on the busy personnel in [he meat department for this datil was 
not entirely satisfacrory. But through close supervision and frequent invemory 
checks, it is fel t that most errors or discrepancies were detected. 
SALES RESULTS 
Type o f Analysis 
The an~lysis of the sales data follows predetermined lines in accordlnce 
with the broad objectivcs of the siudy. These obj«tives were to measure and 
define rhe consumer preference for le:an pork CUtS, ro determine and to demon-
stnre the merchlndising potential of selling selected lean pork CUtS, and to rcst 
the effectiveness of a classification sYStem for certain pork cuts. 
The presentation of the sales data begins with the scope and size of the 
study as expressed by over-all totals. The datil resulting from each of the three 
groups of tCSt stores follow. 
The analysis will include: 
1. A p2.ired comparison of sales datil when the lean CUts are sold alongside 
(he regular product and both arc: priced and bbeled the same. This phase 
of the analysis will e)tamine the efficiency of the selection or classifica-
tion system used in the study. It will offer data concerning the consumer's 
ability to discern and select the leaner cutS, assuming he desires pork 
with less fat. 
2. Comparison of sales data where the test involved a paired display of the 
high priced, distinctively mlrked Lean product and the cheaper, fatter 
Regular CUt. This comparison has relevancy if future merchandising is to 
involve selling both a premium and a regular product. It would also have 
significance during an imerim when there is a limited supply of the 
leaner pork. 
3. A paired comparison of Tre:.l.tmentS C and D to decermine the effect of 
higher price ;lnd labeling as against the same price ;lnd no labeling. The 
purpose of this test is to define ;lnd measure the consumer's preference 
and willingness to FlY a premium for the leaner CUt. 
Toul Volume 
During the eight-week rest, sales data were gathered on almost 44,000 
pounds of mC:l. t in the fourteen Stores. The brC:l.kdown of toul sales by number 
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of CU t S sold l n d to~1 pounds sold for each of the test products is presented in 
Table 5. Since a paired display of Lean and Regular was in all stOres ;II all times, 
sales r:Hios of l.e:ln :md Regular can be uscfuHy computed for all stores. Break-
downs of these racios by factors affecting them will be made later. 
TABLE 5--TOTAL NUMBER AND TOTAL POUNDS OF 
TEST SOLD DURING TEST PERIOD 
Test Product 
IIoata on center ham Slices consisted only of total pounds sold. 
The over-all Lean ro Regular sales ra tios for the total eight-week period 
were very simihr for the rib end loin ro:ms and the shank end smoked hams 
but were consider:lbly less in the case of center slices. These 6gurcs :He shown 
in Table 6. 
TABLE 6 __ 0VER_ALL LEAN TO REGULAR SALES RATIOS 
Test Product 
LOfu ROllsG 
Shank End Hams 
Center Ham Slices a 
No. 
l.2tl 
1.2():1 
aNo data on number of center bam Slices sold. 
lb,. 
1.241:1 
1.27:1 
1.08: 1 
The difference between the Lean ro Regular sales ratios of shank end hams, 
when compUted on the basis of pounds sold, and on the basis of number of 
hams sold, results from a difference in the avenge weight of lean and regular 
hams, when average weights are compHed. The Lean shank end smoked hams 
averaged 6.3 pounds, while the Regular hams had an average weight of 5.9 
pounds. In the case of the rib end loin roasts, both the Lean and Regular CUtS 
averaged 3.3 pounds. 
Gross dollar s:l.l.es show a more favorable Lean-Regular ratio because of the 
4 cem premium often obtained on the Lean cuts. Approximate gross sales were 
$8960 of Lean and $6690 of Regular shank portions for a ratio of 1.34:1. Approxi-
mate gross sales of $3520 and $3210 for Lean and Regular slices, respeCtively, 
gave a s:l.l.es ratio of 1.10:1. Lean loin roasts provided %.0 percent of gross loin 
sales with gross sales of about $1160 compated to Regular gross s:l.l.es of about 
$910, giving a sales ratio of 1.27:1. Total lean sales for the three cutS were about 
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Si},640 compared !O :1bout $10,810 for the Regular CUts. It should be remember-
ed th:lt revenue touls were :1ffectcd by the paniculu size of the differenti:11 :1nd 
by the proportion of time it was in effect. 
A funher bre:1kdown of the ovenll s:1les by twO week periods sh~ws the 
trends in s:1lcs over the eight week period. These d:1t:1 ue presented in Table 7. 
The rib end loin rOliStS sold :1t :1bout the S:1me Le:!.n to Regubr ntio throughout 
the study. For the sh:1nk end smoked hams a different situation is encountertd. 
The Lon to Regubr S:1les r:1tio increased considerably as the study progressed. 
Le:!.n to Regular sales ratios on center ham slices v:uied only slightly during the 
test, with no consistent trend. 
TASLE 7--LEAN TO REGULAR SALES RATIOS SY TWO WEE K PERIODS 
During the early pu t of the experiment, (\) the Reguh r products ~p­
peared to be a little le:1ner th:1n the bulk of the products being sold in other 
stores of the ch:1in, :1nd (2) the kan-Regubr sales racios might be h:1mpered by 
the absence of :1ny "g:1p" between Le:!.n and Regular which could aid consumer 
discrimination. It was decided that at the end of four weeks the very leanest 
portion of the Regular products would be eliminated from the displ:1Ys. A sec-
ond set of pictures was used, (Figure 6) so that the leaner end of the u:1n md 
the fmer end of the Regular were separated by a shorr gap. Since displ:1y posi. 
tions were routed weekly and treatments were rot:1tcd biweekly, the product 
ch:1nge was possible without other adjustments. However, the product change 
does gready complicne my inferences as !O trend in $lIes ntios over time. 
As shown in T:1ble 8, the Lean-Regular sales ratios inctc:ased from the first 
to the second four-week period for sh:1nk portions with or wi thout :1 price dif. 
fere nce. Expbn:1tions of these variations :1re purdy conje("tural. The u:1n 2nd 
Regular center ham slices were not m:1rkedly different in appearance :1nd the 
presence or absence of 4 cems per pound premium on a $1.00 item w:u :1 rda· 
tively minor matter. How much of the increase in the shank portion ratio should 
be :mributed to the fatter Regular product in the second period and how much 
should be attributed to rising repeat S2lcs of the Lean? Any optimistic :1nswer 
must be tempered by the dKNnt in the loin roast ratio (in the absence of a price 
or label difference) in the second period. 
Results When No D ifference in Price or l.:t~1 
The number of l.ean shank portions sold was '9.7 percent of the total; the 
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TABLE 8--SALES RATlOO (LEAN TO REGULARJ OF CUTS BY FOUR 
WEEK PERIODS (ALL STORES) 
l Wben No P rice or Label DUference 
-----;: 
J Wle l1 _July 8 
juJy II-Aug. 5 
JlJll8 ll - J uly 8 
July a_Aug. 5 
1.66: 1 
1.14: 1 
1.29:1 
1.69:1 
n. Wben A DWer ence in Price and Label 
1. 09: 1 
1.25:1 
1.01: 1 
1.13: 1 
aSlice ratios computed from data in. pounds; other ratios, 
fr om data In number of pieces. 
1.08:1 
1.07:1 
1.06: 1 
weight of Lean ham slices was '2.1 percent of the total; and the number of 
Lean loins sold was '8.3 percent of the rotlli. 
It is evident th:lt l.e:it.n shllnks and loins were more popular thlln the Regular 
cutS. However, ,he Lean ham slices sold u only a slightly higher rllfe thlln the 
reguillf. These results llfe derived solely from the eight stores in Group I since 
there was lllWllys a price and label difference in [he other groups. However, the 
ham slices were in shan supply rc!uive to shanks so that only six of the eight 
Stores carried slices. 
ReSul ts of Price llnd Label Difference 
In half of the Group I stores at any given rime and in all Group II and III 
stores all rhe time, the leln products were labeled "$elected Meat.Type Pork" 
and priced 4 cents per pound above the Regu lar price. 
In all groups, sales of the higher·priced leaner products C<jualcd or slightly 
exceeded the sales of the Regular products (Tables 9,10 and 11). While number 
of sales cannot be C<juated exactly with number of buyers, about as many buyers 
were willing to pay the 4-<ent premium as wece nO!. 
h can be posrul.:;ued thar buyers did nOt pay any attention to price and that 
sales were about equal because of random sc!enion. There arc two arguments 
against that hypothesis. First, the consistently smaller ratios with a price differ· 
ence than at the same price indicate that price had its expected effect on be· 
TABLE 9--SALES OF CUTS WHEN Np DIFFE RENCE 
IN PRICE OR LABEL 
Him Shailk POrtion 
Him Slices 
Loin Roasts 
1118 
1712 
330 
'I5S 
1571 
236 
aSlIce data In pounds, other data In number of pieces. 
Ratio 
Lelln to Regular 
1.48:1 
1.09: 1 
1.40;1 
L 
U 
In. 
, 
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TABLE 10 __ NUMBER OF SHANK PORTIONS SOLD BY STORE GROUP 
WHE N A DIFFERENCE IN PRICE AND LABEL 
Lean to Regulir 
Sto re GrouE ,.~ 
"'''''', Ratio Slde-by- s lde 84. 849 1. 00:1 
displays; 8 
stores 
Separated 506 451 1.12:1 
displays; 4 
stores 
Side-by- slde 39' ,,. 1.16: 1 
dis plays; 2 
s tor es 
""" 
1742 16 38 1.06:1 
TABLE ll __ SALES OF HAM SLICES AND LOIN ROAS'IS WHEN 
A DIFFERENCE IN PRICE AND LABEL 
Slice data Is In powuis; other data is In number of pieces . 
" 
havior. Second, casual observation by the enumcrators and ;f series of special 
systemaric observations indicates thai most buyers examined more th::tn one 
package of the product.' Ie c::tn still be argued that this examination may have 
been fairly superficial. While the degree of examination in selection appears 
higher than that found in Pi ttsburgh by Trotter, it is {rue that some selections 
were made without regard to the test variables. It does not ::tppear profit::tble to 
speculate as to effect on sales ratio if superficial selenions had not been super-
ficiaL Ie is more relevant to ask what would be the effect on repeat sales if the 
superficial shopper found at the time of carving that he had a leaner product? 
The only due-an inadequate one- is th:at IClln shlllk sales trended upward dur-
ing the test as was shown. 
Most of these results are consistent with a model in which a minority of 
buyets select without inspecting both displays, another small minority select care-
fully for lean, and a majority consider a number of factors including possibly 
size, color, total price, shape, and fatness. Sales ratios will not vary guickly nor 
widely away from one to one in such a situation when one or two variables like 
fatness and price are quietly varied by relatively small amounts. 
'S« pose 31. 
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Effects of Price: :lnd u.bcling. Store:, and D isp l2y Position o n S;;r,jes R2cios 
Treatments C 2nd 0 (C = no price difference; 0 = price and bbel differ-
ence) had II. signific:mt effect on the shank portion sllcs ratios but not on the 
loin r02SIS or h:am slice ruios. The sh:ank porrion rlltio was 1A8:1 for rre:Hmcm 
C and 1.00:1 for Tre:llmem D. Note in Table 10 thar the Lean-co-Regular nno 
for the eight stores in G roup I (when Tratment 0 was in df«:t) was slighdy 
lower than the r::uios for the other groups of stores which never lud Lean and 
Regular :II the S2mc price. It is possible that allcrn:l!ing a price differential md 
no price differcmi.t.l incurred more price resistance to the Lean than si tu.uions in 
which the price differential was continually prescnt. In only one case were the 
lcan-Regulu ratios 2S high as when there was no difference in price and label-
ing (Table 8). It is possible that the special label :lttracted more repeat pur-
chasers in those StOres in which it was available continually. 
An anal),sis W2S made of Lean and Regular sales in pounds and dollars per 
1000 customers, and also of dolb.r sales as a percent of total meat sales. As in-
dicated in Table 12, and in Tables 13, 14, and 1', the excess of Lean over Regu-
hr w:u larger in every ~ in Group I stores when there was no price difference. 
TABLE 12··EXCESS OF LEAN OVER REGULAR SALES IN 
GROUP I STORES 
pOUlIdii Per $ Per 1000 
1000 Customers Customers 
... Of TOtal 
Meat Sales 
When same Prices 
-
10.6 4.94 .55 
SlIc" 1.2 1. 15 .13 
Lo ... 1.2 
." .05 When DWer ent Prices 
",,,,., .8 1. 35 
." Sllen .2 .83 .07 
"'1M .8 .38 .04 
Toni Lon plus Regular sales (pounds, dollars, percent of toral meat sales) 
lI.·ere greater for shanks and loins when price II.'U the sa.me than when there wu 
a different price, hut the feverse was true for center slices (Tables 13, 14, and 1'). 
As another method of comparing the price effects, coefficients of cross-
elastici ty were estimated for sales in Group I stores. The percentage rise in Ihe 
price of Lea.n in Ihe C and D experiments was divided h)' the percentage de-
crease in the pounds of Regular product sold (in the entire rest and also per 
1000 customers). Coefficients of cross-eb.sticity were approximately 1.49, 1.l6, 
and -0.36 for the entire teSt, and 1.64, 2.04, and ·0.26 per 1000 customers for 
shanks, slices, and loins, respectively. 
The compar-ative responsiveness of the sales ratios of the three CUtS is poorly 
related to these cross-elasticity coefficients primarily beause the latter were not 
affected by changes in sales of Lea.n. The high coefficient for slices was aused 
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TABLE 13--SALES OF SHANK PORTIONS 
• 
. Group I and II Stores Group m Stores 
Price same PrIce 
Difference Pr ice DUference 
Sales of Lean 
Total Lbs. 5283 7035 5736 
Lbs. per 1000 
customer s 22. 3 29.4 19.6 
Total $ sales 2714 3"5 2943 
$ sales per 1000 
customers 11.45 13.80 10.06 
% lean $ sales 01 
total meat sales 1.29 1.54 1.09 
Sales 01 Re~la.r 
Total lbs. 5090 4"6 4633 
Lbs. per 1000 
customers 21.5 16.8 15.8 
Total $ sales 2393 2112 2173 
$ sales per 1000 
customers 10.10 8.86 7.43 % lean $ sales of 
total mea t sales 1.14 
.99 .80 
Sales of Re~lar Elu$ Lean 
Total lbs. 10,373 11,541 10,369 
Lbs. per 1000 
customers 43.8 48.2 35.4 
Total $ sales 5107 5427 5116 
$ sales per 1000 
customers 21. 55 22.66 17.49 
% lean $ sales of 
total meat sales 2. 43 2. 53 1.89 
by the fact that the percentage price ch3nge (the divisor in the comput3tion) 
was only 4 percent for slices while it was 3pproxinutely 8 percent for the orner 
cuts. Thus, the sm311 :z.bsolute response of the sales of slices to the price change 
appt"JfS as significant as the larger absolute change in sales of shanks when cross· 
elasticities arc computed. A slight dedine in Regul:u sales when there was a 
price premium on Lean produced the negative cross-elasdcity for loins. 
A considerably berter index of the impact of price ratio changes on sales 
nrio changes vv":l.s obtained by this index: 
Rado-elasticity = percentage change in sales ratio. 
percentage change in price rado. 
Thus, the Lean to Regular sales ratio of h3m slices declined from 1.09:1 to 
1.06:1 with a rise in the price ratio of Lean to Reguhr from 1:1 to 1.04:1. The 
2.8 percent decrCll.se in SR (Sales Ratio) divided by the 4.0 percent increase in 
PR (Price Rado) yields an index of ·0. 7 for loin roasts. This index, like other 
arc elasticity coefficients, is asymmetrical for price tano increaSes and decreases. 
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TABLE H-_SALES OF LOIN ROASTS 
sales of Lean 
Total !.be. 920 1086 
'" Lbs. per 1000 
3.9 '.5 2.' customers 
Total $ sales m .,. 318 
$ sales per 1000 
customers 1.74 1.79 1.09 
% lean $ sales of 
total meat sales .20 .20 .12 
Sales of ReltUlar 
Total Lba. m 7" 610 
Lbs. per 1000 
customers 3.3 3.3 2.1 
Totill $ sales 322 3" 255 
$ sales per 1000 
customers 1.36 1.38 .87 
% lean $ sales of 
tptal meat sales .15 . 15 .09 
Sales of Re!1:Ular 121us Lean 
Total Lbs. 1691 1883 1306 
Lbs. per 1000 
customers 7.1 7.9 '.5 
Total $ sales 735 758 573 
$ sales per 1000 
customers 3.10 
% lean $ saLes of 
3.17 1.96 
total meat sales 
.35 .35 .21 
The values given below were computed by averaging the indkes for price ratio 
inclaSC and decrc~c. 
The indices of mio-elasriciry obtained WCfC shanks ·5.0, loins -l.8, slices -<J.7. 
To appr:aise these values, the reader may readily discover for himself thar this 
index has a value of lefO for independent goods, positive values for comple-
ment2ry gO<X!s, and negative values for substitutes. The larger the ratio-elastidty, 
the greater the responsiveness of the sales ratio to price ratio changes. For goods 
which are perfett substitutes, any deviation of the price ratio from I: 1 resultS in 
a sales ratio with zero in the numerator or denominator. 
This index of ratio-elasticity might have some general usefulness as a sub· 
stitute for, or complement of, the cross-elasticity coefficient in studies in mono· 
polistic competition. 
Sales ratios by stores for four-week periods ranged from 0.75:1 to 2.26:1 for 
shank portions, from 0.85:1 to 1.41:1 for slices, and 0.84:1 to 2.~7:1 for loin 
roasts (Table 16). However, differences in sales ratios by stores for the entire 
rest were no! significandy different when tested against the pooled interaction. 
(11 ) 
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TABLE I5hSALES OF HAM SLlCES (GROUP I STORES) 
Sales of Lean 
Total Lbs. 
Lbs. per 1000 
customers 
Total $ sales 
$ sales per 1000 
customers 
% lean $ sales of 
total meat sales 
Sales of Regular 
Total Lbs. 
Lbs. per 1000 
customers 
Total $ sales 
$ sales per 1000 
customers 
% lean $ sales of 
total meat sales 
Sales of Rei!:!lar I1lus Lean 
Total Lbs. 
Lbs. per 1000 
customers 
Total $ sales 
$ sales per 1000 
eustomers 
% lean $ sales of 
total meat sales 
Priee 
Difference 
1712 
9.' 
1764 
10.21 
1.19 
1672 
9.7 
1655 
9.58 
1.12 
3385 
IS.6 
3420 
IS.80 
2.31 
"'m. 
Price 
1776 
10.1 
1758 
9.98 
1.15 
1572 
8.9 
1556 
8.83 
1.02 
3348 
19.0 
3315 
18.8 1 
2. 18 
As a maHer of practical interpretation of resuits, store variation was suffi· 
cient to encourage Ihe usc of several stOres in a siles experiment. 
Sales ratios by display position did not differ significantly although they close· 
ly approached significance fOf loin roasts in tht Group I StOftS. Tht inrtraction 
of stores and posi tion was significant for rhe six stores selling slices. In three 
stores the sales ratio was higher for Lean in the first position' and in three: other 
stOres for Regular in the first position. It is common knowledge that relative 
position is an important factot affect ing sales in any self·service type store. In 
the over·all study whenever those CUtS priced higher md labeled Lean wete in 
the first position they sold at a higher Lean to Regular ratio than when they oc· 
cupied the second position. 
Relationship of Consumer Income and Store Si:!;e to Sales Ratios 
Several other relationships were examined to check some of the common 
assumptions or hypotheses made regarding pork consumption. 
' First posi.ion refers '0 ,he ~'" "'>< prod"", displ1y .,,(o~nrcm:l .. !he shop?,,' pas"" ,he rna' COunt.,. vi, 
the normol "..ftit: 110 .... 
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TABLE AND CUTS 
Stores 1st 2nd lst 21id lSI 2na 
Period Period Period. Pertod Per iod Period 
GrOllp I Stores 
A 1.29:1 1.61:1 1.33:1 1.09;1 1.73: 1 1.09:1 
B .99: 1 1.23: 1 1.64;1 2.57:1 
C .98:1 1.43:1 1.15: 1 .99: 1 1.82:1 1.43:1 
0 1.08:1 1.13:1 1.08: 1 .90: 1 .89:1 1.59:1 
E 2.19:1 2.08: 1 .85: 1 1.41:1 1.71:1 .95: 1 
F .75: 1 1.18:1 .93: 1 1.05:1 1.52:1 ,84: 1 
G 1.38:1 1.50:1 1.11:1 1.08: 1 
H .99: 1 .8 2: 1 1. 08: 1 1.04: 1 1.25: 1 1.62:1 
Groll,!! D Stores 
I .76:1 .86: 1 
J 1.12:1 2.26:1 
K 1.19:1 .76: 1 
L .93: 1 1.55;1 
GrOllp In Stores 
M 1. 02:1 1.25:1 1;17:1 1.65:1 
N 1.19:1 1.27:1 1.04:1 1.00:1 
..... 0.75;1 0.76: I 0.85:1 0.90; 1 0.89: 1 0.84:1 
'0 
'" '" 
~ 
'" 
'0 
2. 19: 1 2.26: 1 1.33:1 1.41:1 1.82:1 2. 57: 1 
aRatios caLculated for pounds of slices and number of pieces 
of other cuts. 
The store managers were 9uestioned reguding the avenge income levels of 
theif CUStOmers. They considered size of checks cashed, the predominant, if any, 
type of occupation, the prevalence of daily or weekly shopping habits, etc. The 
coordinator was 9uite familiar with the Kansas City area :l.nd was able to add 
some degree of consistency and reliability to the estimates of the STore managers. 
In addition, genenl impressions were accumulated during the nine weeks of the 
study regarding the general level of income of the customers of each Store. From 
[his general information the 14 stores were ranked according to customer incomc 
from highest to lowest. While no claims are made for the preciseness of this 
ranking, it may be assumed that no major inaccurracies are present. 
The lean-ro-Regulu sales nrio of each store for the enrire eight weeks was 
computed and these ratios were ranked from highest to lowest. Rank correla-
tions were computed comp:uing the store ranking by customer income and by 
wn·to-Regular sales ratio for e:l.ch of the test products. 
On the basis of information gaThered in this study, rhe higher Lean.to·Reg. 
ular I"ltios of cenTer ham slices and rib end loin roasts showed some degree of 
lSSociation with higher CUStomer income level. In The c:l.se of the center ham 
slices, the coefficient of I"lnk correlaTion was 0.60 and for rib end loin roasts, it 
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was 0.52. However, with shank end smoked hams the coefficient of correlation 
W25 0.17. 
Rank correlation was also directed at the relationship between sales rat ios 
and volume of meat sales; between sales ratios and total pounds of test product 
sold; and between sales ratios and average weekly CuStomer COUnt. The purpose 
of these calculations was co determine whether the size of the Store as raced by 
three categories~volume of meat sales, number of CUStomers, or total volume 
of test product sold-was an influential faccor. The coefficients of rank com:-
!ation obtained indicated size of score was not a meaningful factor. 
Systematic Observation of CuStomer Buying-Behavior 
A staff member unobtrusively but systematlcally observed customer buy-
ing-behavior for pans of one, or usually twO, days in each test Store. These ob-
servations were nOt obtained by a systematic sample of the test period and may 
nOt be efllirdy representative. Approximately 79 percent of the cuscomers pass-
ing the meat display ose did nOt scop at any of the tCSt displays, and approx!-
mately 9 percent actually purchased a test package (Table 17). Of the 209 cus-
tOmers who paused at the test displays, 77 percent examined more than one 
package. Of the 92 purchasers, all but tWO examined more than one package 
(Table 18). Twenty·two of these 92 purchasers did nOt examine both Lean and 
Action 
TABLE 17--SUMMARY OF BUYING BEHAVIOR 
OBSERVED CUSTOMERS 
No. Performing Action by Shopping Units -
Men, 
Women Alone Man Alone Women Total 
Ignored Test Prodllcts 
Examined and Purchased 
Examined and Old Not Purchase 
Total 
416 
" ~
530 
221 
,. 
2~: 
160 
22 
35 
217 
"Sbopplng units defined wlthOllt regard to presence or absence 
of child.ren or other adults of same sex. 
797 
92 
U7 
1006 
TABLE l S--SUMMARY OF BUYING BEHAVIOR OF THOSE CUSTOMERS 
WHO PAUSED AT TEST PRODUCT DISPLAYS 
Percentage of 209 
Action No. of Shopping Who Examined 
Units ProdllCts 
Looked at one package . 7 22.5 
Looked at two or more 
packages 162 77.5 
Compare both Lean and 
Regular packages 108 51. 7 
Examined Labels "9 61, 7 Asked clerk about display 1 .5 
Purchased 1 or more 
packages 92 44.0 
Old not buy 117 56.0 
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Regular packages. While the dtgm of Customer 'oI.warencss of the test v:l.riab\es 
cannot be :l.ccurately measured, il appears that selection was preceded by some 
examination of both Lem and Regular packages by morc than three-fourths of 
Ihe purchasers. 
Opinions of Store M:otnagers and Head Meat Cutters 
At the conclusion of the study rhe store minage! 'oI.nd head rne:it curter 
of rhe TC5t srores were lliked 10 complete a questionnaire pertaining to their opin-
ion of the potential of retailing Jeaner pork. The conccnsus of these key store 
personnel W'oI.S chat pork sales would increase considerably if kane! pork were 
displayed. They felt that over '01. longer period, sales volume of leaner pork CUts 
would be three times that of the Regular cuts. This may be an over-optimistic 
esum:ue. 
YIELD OF LEAN CUTS BY U. S. CARCASS GRADES. 
During preliminary sludies and during the progress of (he sales tesr it be· 
came increasingly apparent that U. S. carcass grades were of limited utility in 
predicting the amount of internal fat in hams and loins. Carcasses from the 
leaner gndes (Medium and No. I) yielded from 47 to 61 percent Lean hams 
and from 53 to 63 percent Lean loins (Table 19). Conversely, the fatter grades 
(No.3 and No.4) yidded 34 percent Lean hams and from 19 to 29 percent 
Lean loins. 
Medium 
No.1 
No.3 
No. 4 
TABLE 19 __ DISTRIBUTION OF LEAN AND REGULAR HAMS AND 
LOINS BY CARCASS GRADES 
6l.Z 
47.5 
" .. 34.4 
38.8 
52.5 
65.2 
65.6 
63.9 
53.4 
2S.8 
19.4 
36.0 
46.6 
71.2 
SO.6 
Thus, il would appear that a substantial proportion of "meat·type" hogs, 
when internal fat was used as an index of meatiness, were overfinished. It was 
also apparent that many of the less highly finished hogs were not "meu-type·' 
when evalu1tcd by the same criterion. Certainly, these results indicate that back· 
fat thickness was not a satisfaclOry index in the seloxtion of pork CUtS wah a 
small proportion of internal fat. 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE 20 __ ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SHANK PORTION SALES RATIOS, 
GROUP I STORES 
Source D. F. M. S. 
"'~I 63 2.003 
Treatment (Price Label) I 7.7H 
Polltlon I 3.6 10 
Slore 7 ;.326 
Tim. I 2.848 
,., X P I 
.'" 
,., X S 7 3.225 
Tr XT I .3 14 
PXS 7 1. 768 
PXT I .158 
SXT 7 1.158 
Error 29 1.691 
OSlanlficant at .05 level using pooled second and third 
order interaction as nror. 
F 
4.56 " 
2.14 
1.97 
1.68 
." 1.91 
." 1.05 
.09 
.56 
TABLE 21--ANALYSLS OF VARIANCE OF SHANK PORTION SALES RATIOS, 
CROUP D AND m STORES 
GROUP D STORES 
SO"", D. F . hl S. F 
"'~I 
" 
.626 
Treatment (Position) I .028 .09 
Tim. I 1. 525 5.07 
Store 3 1.086 3.61 
TrX T I .056 
." Tr XS 3 .626 2.75 
,., X S 3 .380 1.26 
Error 3 .301 
GROUP m STORES 
""'" 
D. F. 
" S. F 
"'.1 
" 
.44 
Store I 
. 0< 
." Pa.man I 
.00 .00 
Tim. 3 
.38 
." SX P I 
.82 1.11 
SXT 3 
.29 .39 
PXT 3 
.47 .S< 
Error , 
.74 
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TABLE 22++ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CENTER SLICE SALES RATIa>, 
6 GROUP I STORES 
Source D. F. M. S. F 
Total 47 .09 
Treatment (Price and Label) 1 .07 .97 
Position 1 .19 2.64 
Tim' 1 .02 2.78 
Store 5 .09 1.30 
ToX P 1 
.00' .01 
TrX T 1 .017 .02 
ToXS 5 .016 .02 
PXT 1 .062 .86 
PXS 5 .261 3.62-
TXS 5 .148 2.05 
Error 
" 
.072 
'"S Ignificant at .05 level. 
TABLE 23++ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LOIN ROAST SALES RATIOS, 
GROUP II AND ill STORES 
GROUP II STORES 
Source D. F. 
"""I 63 Treatment (Price and Label ) 1 
Position 1 
Store 7 
TIm, 1 
ToXP 1 
Tr X S 7 
ToX T 1 
PXS 7 
PXT 1 
SXT 7 
Error 
" GROUP IU STORES 
Source D. F. 
Total 15 
Store 1 
Position 1 
TIm, 3 
SX P 1 
S X T 3 
P' X T 3 
Error 3 
'"Slgni!lcant at .05 level . 
M. S. 
2.99 
2.17 
14.27 
1.99 
.02 
16.89 
1.28 
.00 
1.63 
1.51 
2.81 
3.43 
M. S. 
.49 
.99 
.97 
.36 
1. 38 
.21 
.31 
.48 
F 
.63 
4.16 
.58 
.01 
4.92-
.37 
.00 
.48 
.4' 
... 
F 
2.06 
2.02 
.75 
2.88 
... 
.65 
